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INNOMEDIA ANNOUNCES MTA 3368 IP VIDEOPHONE 

ENABLING VIDEO TELEPHONY OVER BROADBAND NGN 
NETWORKS 

 
Offers Broadband Service Providers Seamless Softswitch  

Interoperability and Supports SIP, MGCP and H.323 Standards 
 
 

Singapore and San Jose, CA - Dec 2, 2002 - InnoMedia™, a leading supplier of Internet and 
broadband access IP telephony solutions, today announced the addition of the MTA 3368 IP 
VideoPhone, to be unveiled at the CableNET ‘02 show in Anaheim, California, to its MTA 3000 Series 
of next generation IP based multimedia customer premises appliances.  The MTA 3368 IP VideoPhone 
enables broadband service providers worldwide to provide new revenue-generating video telephony 
services to their base of customers. 
 
The MTA3368 is equipped with a large 4” TFT Color LCD for displaying real-time video images, and 
has the look and feel and ease of use of a regular telephone. The MTA is capable of delivering real-
time high quality video images supporting bandwidth as high as 768 kbps.The VideoPhone also utilizes 
the flexible embedded Linux platform to take advantage of the various readily available multimedia 
applications. Broadband service providers and MSOs will be able to deploy not only video telephony 
services but other new applications such as video streaming, gaming and even instant messaging on 
the same platform. 
 
The MTA 3368 supports all IP based communications protocols including SIP, MGCP and H.323 to 
ensure interoperability with service providers’ NGN infrastructure and equipment. The MTA 3368 is a 
ready-to-deploy IP video telephony solution for service providers in broadband access markets.  It can 
also accommodate a multitude of system configurations and networks. 
 
The MTA 3368 is designed for mass deployment, supporting standards based provisioning processes 
(HTTP, SNMP, TFTP, FTP and Telnet) to allow service providers the ease of maintaining large pools 
of CPE. Deploying and managing large numbers of complex IP endpoints becomes an easy task with 
the support of activities such as remote automatic firmware upgrade, parameters configuration, and IP 
address management. 
 
Service providers will also be able to ensure quality video and voice transmission over the broadband 
network and provide guaranteed service levels to end customers using QoS mechanisms such as 
VLAN and ToS settings with the MTA 3368.    
 
“With the addition of the VideoPhone to the MTA family, we have the broadest portfolio of broadband 
CPE devices. We are able to offer tremendous flexibility and choice for broadband service providers to 
deliver both voice and video services, be it in the form of standalone/embedded MTA, IP Phone or 
VideoPhone.” said Dr. Nan-Sheng Lin, president and co-founder of InnoMedia. 
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Pricing and Availability 
The MTA 3368 IP VideoPhone will be available from Jan 2003. For pricing information and partnership 
inquiries please contact Alex Chua +65 65869141 or  alex_chua@innomedia.com.sg. To view 
photographs and additional product information, visit 
http://www.innomedia.com/products/mta3000/mta3368_features.html. 
 
About MTA 3000 Series 
InnoMedia's family of Multimedia Terminal Adapters are the most flexible, interoperable, feature-rich 
and cost effective IP telephony CPE devices or IADs available in the market today. The MTA 3000 
Series is designed for broadband service providers looking to deploy telephony services with superior 
calling features and voice quality equivalent to PSTN. The MTAs are compatible with any broadband 
access network, including: cable, ADSL, wireless local loop, FTTH or satellite. They are available with 
1, 2 or 4 phone ports and support Ethernet or USB network interfaces. The MTA 3000 Series offer 
broadband service providers a variety of customer deployment options, either as a standalone MTA, 
embedded MTA with a DOCSIS cable modem. The MTA 3368 IP Phone is the latest addition to the 
family to include video telephony capability. 
 
About InnoMedia 
Founded in 1995, InnoMedia is a privately held multinational organization with operations in the United 
States, Singapore, Taiwan and China. The company delivers Internet and broadband access IP 
telephony solutions to broadband service providers, as well as OEM and distribution partners. 
InnoMedia has the most advanced, award-winning portfolio of IP telephony solutions available in the 
market today, delivering high-quality voice and video over any IP network. For more information on 
InnoMedia, visit the company's website at www.innomedia.com. 
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